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lderberries. You might know them from the wild, or if you are an aficionado of craft wines, jellies and tonics. But with emerging interest in them as an antioxidant-rich health food, a group

of Missouri farmers and researchers are helping to pull this tart, black berry out of the obscure and
into the mainstream.
For farmers, the picture looks promising:

Pioneering elderberry farmer Terry Durham, of Hartsburg,
Mo., (right) hosts many farm tours as part of a collaborative
effort to build a strong regional market around the lucrative
berry. Photo by Mike Gold, University of Missouri
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Grantee product: Growing and
Marketing Elderberries in Missouri. Find
the University of Missouri’s guide and financial
decision-making tool at www.sare.org/elderberries.

to develop their own elderberry products,” Durham
says. “Once they do all
the steps to develop
their market, we’ll

SARE book: Building a Sustainable Business.
Download for free or purchase hard copies:
www.sare.org/business.
Grantee product: Marketing for the
Ag Entrepreneur. University of Nebraska
webinars available at
www.sare.org/agri-marketing.

bring them in.”
Durham further
promotes the industry by speaking at
workshops and collaborating with growers as
far away as Minnesota and

North Carolina. At the research
level, the University of Missouri team
remains busy, improving the varieties and
studying the health benefits of elderberries,
which builds on research that has already
been done abroad.
Elderberries grow in dense clusters that must be harvested by hand, and are difficult to destem when fresh. Farmers and
researchers are exploring ways to improve the efficiency of destemming. Courtesy the University of Missouri
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For more information, go to www.sare.org/
project-reports and search for LNC10-324.
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